Attention to detail always makes a professional impression. Seamlessly, wood veneer of the highest quality wraps down over the tabletop’s distinctive beveled edges, pleasing the eye and providing added comfort for writing and keyboarding activities.
Offered in a range of combinable shapes, Vox® meeting tables can be massed together to create a boardroom environment or separated to accommodate informal meetings or training sessions. To transform the boardroom configuration at left into the smaller, circular arrangement above, simply remove the rectangular tables. Then use the under-the-table Vox® clips — standard with all Vox® meeting tables — to connect the semicircular end pieces.
Training sessions, large meetings, small meetings – they’re all part of the workday. Reconfigurable furniture that supports technology makes everything simpler.

Optional modesty panels can be attached to some Vox® meeting table shapes, offering enhanced wire management for the technical classroom.
By combining elegance with exceptional versatility, Vox® meeting tables have rewritten the old rules of order: it's no longer necessary to choose between the polished look of a boardroom table and the convenient reconfigurability of smaller, lighter tables.

Fine furniture takes on new dimensions when it serves multiple purposes and accommodates technology efficiently. With pre-wired Forums in the tabletops and wire management channels concealed in the legs, Vox® meeting tables are thoroughly compatible with computers.
Vox® Meeting Tables
Design: Mark Müller

Vox® meeting tables create boardroom settings that can be transformed into informal meeting or training spaces. When the boardroom is not being used for large meetings, it can become a training facility for workshop sessions. All Vox® meeting tables are designed specifically for this purpose.

Legs:
Vox® meeting tables have aluminum legs available on glides or casters. Each leg has two distinct channels – one for a data cable and one for a power cable to easily manage wires from the tabletop to connection point. Vox® legs are available in Clear, Champagne, Light Bronze, Bronze or Black anodized aluminum.

Tops:
Wood veneer-wrapped 3/8” solid tops with beveled edges are standard on Vox® meeting tables. Vox® meeting tables are also available with Marmoleum® or plastic laminate surfaces with color-matched soft molded edges. Available colors are: Brick, Khaki, Indigo, Putty, Aqua, Clay and Dark Grey.

Special Features:
Vox® meeting tables are available with a Vox® Meeting Forum in two sizes – 4 1/2” D x 4 1/2” W and 4 1/2” D x 6” W with a variety of voice/data/power options. Vox® Meeting Forums are available in Clear, Champagne, Light Bronze, Bronze or Black anodized aluminum.

For complete information on Vox® meeting tables refer to the Vox® price list.

---

**Soft Square Shape**
Marmoleum® top, plastic laminate top, wood veneer top
Available in sizes from w 42” x d 42” to w 60” x d 60” h 28 1/2”

**Soft Rectangle Shape**
Marmoleum® top, plastic laminate top, wood veneer top
Available size w 64” x d 52” h 28 1/2”

**Triangle Shape**
Marmoleum® top, plastic laminate top, wood veneer top
Available in sizes from w 42” x d 42” to w 60” x d 60” h 28 1/2”

**Round Shape**
Marmoleum® top, plastic laminate top, wood veneer top
Available in sizes from 42” dia. to 60” dia. h 28 1/2”

**Boat Shape**
Marmoleum® top, plastic laminate top, wood veneer top
Available size w 120” x d 60” h 28 1/2”

**Wave Shape**
Marmoleum® top, plastic laminate top, wood veneer top
Available size w 120” x d 60” h 28 1/2”
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